
Welcome to Vienna! 

How to transfer from Vienna Airport or Vienna Main Station to VCTM location and Hotel Klimt. 
Since transfer expenses for taxis (including Uber!) became very expensive (32-48,- EUR / direction) 
we recommend using public transport instead.

Train S7 to Wien Mitte-Landstraße – Metro U3 – Tram 49

Once you are in the arrival hall after the baggage claim, go to your right, down the ramp to the 
train station. Buy your ticket at the red ÖBB machine (ignore the green CAT machines): choose 
Wien Mitte as your destination. The ticket will be 4,30€ and include transport for metro and tram. 
Trains go every half an hour: 
12:49   13:19   13:49    14:19    14:49    15:19    15:49   16:19 … 23:49   00:19   00:49    01:19
Take the S7  or REX7 train (direction Floridsdorf) to Wien Mitte-Landstraße. Change onto Metro 
U3 (direction Ottakring) to Hütteldorferstraße. The VCTM venue is around the corner.
If you are staying at the Hotel Klimt, change onto Tram 49 (direction Bujattigasse):

Take the tram for 4 stops to Seckendorfstraße. Around the corner is your Hotel Klimt:



Vienna Airport Lines Bus Number 1 (VAL 1)

Alternatively, you can take the Airport Bus. Once you are in the arrival hall after the baggage claim, 
go around the barrier with the people waiting and straight out of the airport, there are the VAL 
Busses, use VAL 1 which takes you to Westbahnhof. 

Single ticket is 9,- EUR, return tickets are 15,- EUR

Take the Metro U3 (direction Ottakring) until Hütteldorferstraße, the VCTM venue is around the 
corner.
If you are staying at the Hotel Klimt, change onto Tram 52 (direction Baumgarten):

Take the tram for 13 stops to Gusenleithnergasse. Your hotel is 2 minutes away:



Time table for the 
Bus VAL 1 from Vienna Airport – Wien Westbahnhof - Vienna Airport:

Vienna Main Station to VCTM event location and Hotel Klimt

Follow the signs to the Metro - U-Bahn – down the escalators. You will need to buy a ticket for 
public transport at one of the ticket machines before you enter the metro.

Take the U1 (direction Leopoldau) for three stops to Stephansplatz, there you change into the U3 
(direction Ottakring) for 8 stops to Hütteldorferstraße. From there it’s a 4 minute walk to the 
marathon location.

If you are staying at the Hotel Klimt, it’s the same way but you change into Tram 49 (direction 
Bujattigasse). 

Take the tram for 4 stops to Seckendorfstraße. Around the corner is your Hotel Klimt:



Happy to see you soon at VCTM! (:


